NATURAL DISASTER PROJECT

NAMES: 

NATURAL DISASTER: 

Written Report

***The written report is to be created neatly, organized in a fashion that represents the outline and done to the best of your ability. Just like any major written task, you are expected to have jot notes, a rough draft as well as a final copy.***

Part A: Include an explanation of the process of the natural disaster. Include a diagram with labels (although you can use the internet as an aid, this must be done by hand, not printed off the internet).

Part B: Create a map that indicates exactly where the disaster took place in the world.

Part C: Create a natural disaster safety checklist, in case you are in this type of disaster. Be sure to include what can be done before, during and after.

Part D: Explain how the natural disaster has created change in:

LAND/STURCTURES - Has land been altered due to the disaster? Have buildings?

PEOPLE – Did people have to prepare for the disaster? Could they have prepared more efficiently? Have people lost homes? Had to move? Flee? Fatalities? Injuries? Long term damage?

RELIEF – Have people helped out afterwards? Economic impact? Who helped out? How much money was needed? How long did it take to get the area back to normal?

PowerPoint/Prezi Presentation

Using the information that you have gathered above, create a PowerPoint or Prezi presentation. You can add images as well as short video clips to enhance your presentation. Please make sure you cover all the information needed. Presentations should be approximately 5 minutes in length.

Model

Create a model of your natural disaster. Preparation for the model will be done in class (Materials, diagram etc.). The creation of the model itself is to be done at home. The model will be presented on the same day as your PowerPoint/Prezi.